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Abstrack,\

The study presants a preliminary exar6ination 'of the.

understanding of fifteen logical connecives in two

contexts, everyday and history. Two forms of test

were constructed in each, of the two coritexts and these'

were.administered to 216 prospective '0/ level and

C.S.E. Oupils.in'two comprehensiv4 schools. 54
,

responses Were obtained to each form of the test. The

Longman History Series from which the test items were

developed formed part of the resource material used in

these -schools.

Counts were talcen, using a comprehensive listof logical

connectives, of.their occurrence in samples of nine text

bobks. A ,count of 18% was obtained. The difference in

the pupils' ability to understand the'connectiVeS'in

each..of the two contexts was significant, but there waS

no significant differenbe by age, gender, or test types

ere was no corre a n e

understand connectives and to use them in tlieir writing.
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i Introduction ,

, -,..--- ", i
,

There is evidence of a growth of interest in language
/

,IimrOss.the curriculum since the publication of the
,

. c

Bullock teport (1975) . There have been a number of
,

.

publiciitions on this theme since-then, for example,
,

Marland (1977)., however,-seven years aferthe Bulrock"

-report it is dtill,wrong to lnfentliat ihe.interest is

'aldespreadand there is still considerable work to be

done in identifying the langua0 registert of the . /

disciplines of the/curriculum and also in7providing"l

-guidelines for'tedchers about how eb develop their

pupils' fldehdy in these registerd.,-

//
The Schools.Council project, (Lunzeti and.Gardner 1979).

pointed to the minimal amount of teading which.goes on
;

in classrooms and it caP be inferred from this%nd other.(

outcomes of this(project that there is little idstruction
,

by teachers in the understanding of the language

empl4Yed y textbook writers. However, the Bullock

committee did not offer the teachers the support which

they mighi have expected with this problem since it

gave fipal responsibility for language across the

chrriculum to English.departmepts in secondary schools.

The wisdom'of this deciiion is doubtful because English

cepartments have rrked hard over the last-twa-ducmdus---

to establish themselves es *literature specialists and

many,do not see their role as that of servicing the
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ge-needs_of the curriculum.

4r

.
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Mastery of the written word is' central'to indbpendent

study and to suCcess in achieving the goals of

ethication to which the examination irystern is principally !a,

, attuned. Thi<is perhaps nowhere more true than in the
A 0-.

study.of History.suYet, intuitively,teachers are awaTe

that large numbers of tbeir pupils are "not reaaily able

t.13 read ttrir.text tooki effectively.'

mhlu geueral _background led to the study 4. logical
-

fAV
connectives in telected texts in history. I3esearch

4

studies (Edizards 1178, Gardner 1977; Perera 1979),

indicate'that non technical language poses a greater
t

problem for Understanding thanotechnical language.

.Teachers recognise the,need'to teach the tedhnicat

language of theirdisciplines but often make assumptions

about pupils', competence.in the specialised use of non

technical words. Gardner's' eLstudy,examinethe under-
. .

standing of logical connytives i science.. Logi:Cal

connectives.are words pr phrases which link ideas

together in a logical waY. Consider the foflowing

paragraph from the best selling apries of histdry

textbooks.

""In 1933 he* tdok Germany out of both
the Leigue of Nations and the disarmament
talks at Geneva. Then in 1934, Aystrian nazis
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, Mastery of the,written word is central to independent
olo

study and to.success in achieving the goals of

education to which the examination system is principally

attuned. This is perhaps nowhere more true than in the

study of Histdry. Yet, intuitively, teachers artaware

.that large numbers of their pilpils are not readily able

to read the* text books effectively.

This general background led to the study of logical

connectives in selected texts in.history. Research
A

studies (Edwards 1978, Gardner 1977; Pefera 1979)

indicate that non technichl language poses a greater

problem for understanding than technical language.

Teachers recognise the need to teach'the technical

language of their disciplines but often make assumptions

about pupils' competence in the specialised use of non

technical words. Gardnerls'study examlned,the under-

standing of logical connectives in science. Logical

connectives'are'words or phrases which link ideas

together in a logical way. Consider the following
3.

paragraph from the bestp.selling series of history

textbooks.

4

,

*In 1933 he* took Germany out of both
the League of Nations and'the disarmament.
talks at Geneva. Then in 1934 Austrian nazis
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murdered their liancellor, Englebert
Dolfuss and tried to join their country
to Germany. This Anschluss failed,
because Dolfuss's successor quickly .

'restoted:Orderp'qapd(MussolinimavediliErl
troops to the Austrian frontier. Obypusly,
Italy was against the German occupation'of
a country which included territories she
claimed as Italian. Nevertheless, Hitler
continued to,atthck the Versailleg Treaty
in his speeches and to.disobey its terms".

k,Hitler The Moderri\Nor1d Since 1870, p.171.
L.E. Snellgrove.
Longman Secondary Histories-1968.

"Anschlusp" is explained earlier in the text, the

understanding of this word is not assumed. The logical

cr.tnnectives used in this one paragraph incldde
I.

examples.of those signalling time (then); cause and

effect (because); information adding to the argument

(obviouplY),; information changing the direction of the
y

4

argument (nevertheless).

Gardner's study in Science concluded firstly that ,

there was a development in the understanding of logical

.connectives Over the age range 12 - 15 and secondly

4

that the Science context was only slightly More/difficult
j'4

than that of ordinary everyday usage. He carr ed,out.his

study using a list of 200 connectivet and he ested

these on the whole secondary school populati n of

Victoria Australia some 16.000 pupils. ,The present study

draws on some of Gardner's test material a d camparisons

will, be made with his-results.

6 //
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Method of the Study

The study presents a preliminary investigation

a shert list of fifteen logical'connectivei and'a

.1=14

----;1ted sample of 216 prospective 101 level or

candidatee, that 1.1. pupils'from the higher range of

ability, in the third, fourth and fifth years of two

comprehensive schools. These two 4.3chools were simply

schools which ,expressed their willingness to cooperate.

However, they tau* different syllabuses leading in

the one casd o the Schools Council History 13 - 16

examination w th its emphasis on the impOrtance of

skill teachin to conceptual development in:history.

In the otherl'to an examination by formal essay papers

only. The samples in each school were comparable in

terms of age, ability, numbers and gender (71% girls

29% boys). It became possible therefore to nake a

comparison between schools and a tentative comment on

the understanding of connectives by two groups of

pupils exposed to different emphases-in'the Syllabuses

they were following.

The fifteen logical connectives tested occurred in

-Chapter 17 of the textbook, The Modern World Since 1870

(Snellgrove 1968). The qbppter discusses the causes of

s carr ea

out in Coventry with its Cathedral monument to the
,

devastation of war and the subsequent reconstruction;
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where it was assumed that the toliic might be familiar

in a limited way to the majority df pupils of 13+ years.

The connectives tested were : consequently; yef;.

nevertheless; moreover;/in fact; so far; above all;

from the start; obviously; if; unlike; furthermore;

such as; actually; now.

.

Fifteen short passages were.taken, almost verbatim,

from the chapter. Each of these contained one word

from the list. From these passages two forms of test

Were prepared. These were gap filling And sentence

completion forms. The'gap filling form was made up

Of fifteen items in which the pupil selected the .

appropriate connective from alternatives provided to

fill a gap. In the sentence Completion form of test

the puiil selected-the appropriate statement to

follow a given connective by choosing again:from among

the alternatives provided. Examples of these items

are :

Gap Filling 2 Ga

Since Titler's earliest days one of his political aims
had been to enlarge Germany and include all Germans
inside the Reich. This was against the terms of the
Versailles T*eaty. It conflicted with the French
policy of keeping Germany small and surrounded by

fiinciy L' Le. , we.k.eu
to many only fair because Austria was almost entirely
German and Czechosloyakia:had a large German population.

(a) Above all

(d) Unless

(b) Th4refore

(e) Also

(c) Nevertheless



'Sentence Completion

Since Hitlerts earliest days one of his political'

had been to enlarge Germany and include all Germar

inside the Reich. This was againát the' terms of t

VArsailles Treaty. It conflicted with.the french
policy of keeping Germany small and surrounded by
countries friendly to France- Nevertheless,

(a) Hitler watiruthless withis foreign enemies; '

(b) it seemed fair because Austria was almost entirety

German and Czechoslovakia had a large German

population;

(c) the Versailles Treaty was signea on'28th June 1919;

(d) Austria and Czechoslovakia were friendly countries

bordering, Germany.

Alongside these two forms of history test, two forms

of test were constructed,using the same connectives'

in an everyday context., The items for these were taken

from Gardner's study. Examples of.these are :

Gap Filling

The book said ihat the oil in the car engine needed
changing ifter every 10,000 kilometers. ..'i

John decided to change'the oil after every 5,000

kilometers.

(a) Accordingly

(d),Hence

Sentence Completion

(b) Therefore

(e) Also

(c) Nevertheless

The book said that the oil in the car, engine needed

changing after every 10,000 kilometers. Nevertheless,

(a) it is a good idea to follow these instructione
very carefully;

(b) the-oil in the car engine has been changed to
prevent the parts from, wearing outi

,

(c) John decided to change the oil after every 5,000

kilometers;

(d) the fluid in the brake system should be'checked-

every 10,000 kilometers.
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4,- The population (N 214) comprised three class groups

x (I% m 36), in each of the third fourth and fifth years,

in each vOf the two schoOls. The tests were randomIsed

(/
and" each pupifcompleted one test. Nine responses to

each test form were obtained in each school.

Table 1 about here

Treatment of the Data and DisOu'ssions

A regression analysii was cdrried'out to examine the

effects'ofa-ge, context, test type, school And gender

on the abilAy to understand logical connectives.

No significant diife'rence wasfound between the age

groups pVerall nor in the everyday and history context's

separately.

Table 2 about here

Figure 1 about-here

The level oi understanding in the everyday context is

high (mein item facility 83% i.e mean percentage of.
4

right andwers): The sample was selected by ability

and it might thereforbe irgued that these plipilS

achieved fluency with the use'bf these connectives by

41

.

the age of 13+ years. However,, this flueAcy is not

manifest with history texts at that age, nor is there
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Context ,Everyday History Total

Test Form GF SC Gil SC

Sch 1 Year. 3. 9 9 9 9 3,6

Ycer 4 9 9 9 36

Year 5 9 9 " - 9 9 36

/
Sch 2 Year 3

'Year

9 9 9 9" , 16

4

5

9

9

9
9 ''

9

9

9

9

36
36

i'

t ,

Total - 54 54 54 5'4 216
li

1

Table 1. (Organisatir, of Sample

'...

,

,

're
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Year. Group . Year 3' Year 4. ', Year 5,

c

Context. mean s.d. mean s.d:. ., mean s.d,

:----7,----

Overall 16-42 280 1069 2-38 11-09, 2-37'

El.reryday . 1292 2.22 13-.44 198 13-72 1-72

History 7-92 318 794 2.-69 8-47 3-63

,Table 2. Table of means by age in two aontexts

,

*

4

4,

,
1 ,

.1

+Om,

4.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic retiresentation of means by.

age in two contexts
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Any improvementan the succeeding two years. Gardner

found a development in understanding With age, his

sainple uSed the w4 ability rancre, not a selected

group of higher a lity pupils and this might explain
P

the differences n the outcomes of the two studies.

ye .

The historicontext is signifcantly harder than the.
,

everyday context at eac4 age (T = 4.56p>.001).,This

result is contrary to that of Gardner in his studyff

,Science" items. GarCrer (1977) p.76 states:

"the useof scientific language adds to
item difficulty but not to a vei-y. great
extent".

This difference might be attributed to the fe'ct that

the history items wefe presented in the formal language

of'the text book wheets Gardner's science items were

constructed for the purposes of the test by.his students

and might bear more resemblance-to the l&n4uage of

speech and to the everyday items than to the formal

language ok written text.

An examination
4
of the corresponding item facilities

for the everyday items shows a higher mean kor the

Coventry group, 83%, than for the Australian group,65%,

A
,cOnsistent with the English group being a biased sample

selected from the examination classes, yet the history

mean item facility1 53%,is marginally lower than Gardner's

Australian mean item facility in Science, 54.6%. Bearing



in mind that the subjects for the hlstory study were

selected higher ability groups this appears to indicate

a high level °ST/difficulty for the history items. The
4

nature-and extent of this difficulty Will be discussedt.,

later.

The test forms, gap filling and sentende completion

did not produce significantly different results. ,There

wasrno significant difference associated with gender but

it must be remembered that the sample was 71% girls

and 29% boys, hardly an appropriate balance for comparrson.

Examination of the population of the twd schools

separately showed no significant difference. Therefore,

in the case.of these. two tchOols, preparation for the

two different examinations with two different declared

emphases in the syllabuses produced no difference.in

performance in the understanding of logical connectives

in the history items.

Table-,3 about here

/////)
200 connectives used in science text' book,s. Of these

Qrdner and his, students compiled a cmprehensive list

Figure-,-2 abobt here

.

X 4

he designated 70 more difficult than the other ISO. The

a..

15 4tems tested in thls study contained 9 of these. The

list might therefore be viewed as more difficult than

average.
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School School

,

School 21

Context mean s.d. mean s.d.

Everyday 13.04 2-25 13.69 1-66,

History 8f02 3.18 8.20 2:74
,

Table 3. Table of means by school in two contexts

*
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History text books were examined for the usf of logical

connectives using Gardner's comprehensive list as the

criterion. The extent of the use of logical connectives

was meaSured as a percentage of the total number of

words using 10 single page samples evenly'Spaced through

A
each book. The chapter firora-which the histozl items

were selected .was compared with the rest of the book to

which it belonged. Comparisons were made between this

book and two other books in the same series and between

this series and two other series, the Penguin series and

the Schools Council 13 -' 16 material. rounts of

connectives taken in each of these nine books revealed

a consistent average of &apt 5% of the print on the

pages counted. Intuitively this seems to be a figure'

large enough to merit some attention.

The processes of cause, comparison, sebluence and

%inference are examples of tbe processes of the study of

history which are signalled by connectives. Once

the study of history moves beyond the descriptiveto

making historical judgments, the processes involved .

, ,

will be signalled by these words and so it is perhaps

to be expected that they will form a'significant

proportion of the written text.

The history context is Clearly more abstract and further

removed'from the pupils experience,than the everyday

context ahd so it is important to establish that the

r,



logical connective's do contribute.to the item difficulty

above and beyond the conceptual content, that is that

the ease,or difficulty of the connectives should show

a poisitive correlation in both contextS even though the

ldvel of difficulty might be greater in one context than

the other. Gardner established positive correlations in

his stAitly zr.d table 4 sh9ws a comparison between new

cárrelations obtain,: nsing Gardner's data for the

fifteen.connectives tested,here and correlations using

the,history data. The narrow ability band arld the small

sizeof the samnle make correlations difficult to achieve

compared with Gardner's study arid so the figures obtained

here show that a substantial contribution to item, facility

or difficulty may be associated with the. use of the

particular connectives. (p), .01)

Tabie 4 about here

e

Gardner's study also suggests that the more commonly

used connectii.re's are more easily understood. It.might

be possible to infer that exposure aids'understanding

and then to suggest that although the connectives tested

here include-a high Propottion of difficult examples

increased exposure to them might encouragetheirunder-

standiftg.

When the opening paragraphs of pupils/ written work was4

Li
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Test Form Everyday/Science Everyday/History

G.P.

S.C.

r = -362

r = .605
-

r = .236 )

r = 326

Table 4. A comparisarypettgeen the correlations of item

facilities

2,)

.
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examined for their use of connectives, no correlation

was found etween their ability to use connectives and

their under"standing'of them in print, that is,the'plipils

do not transfer the language-patterns which they read to.
.

their writing in history.,

ft

Conclusion

The inability of pupils to understand and to.use logical
A

connectives in the context of history by comparison with

the everyday conthxt and the apparent lack of improvement

-oyer,the period during which they are preparing for 46.

palic examinations perhaps indicates that teachers.are

making inappropriate assumptions that these abilities will

develop in a general context and' that they will be

a

transferred. -

Many pupils' who,took part in this study will be successful

1n their turn in their pubiic examinations. This much

can'be predicted wtth confidence on the basis ot the

Op
recorOs of the school. HoweVer, most pupils will have

had their iast regular)encounters with expert historians'

wheri they leave the fifth form and it Is therefore

Incumbent on tedcherd to prepare their pupils by the end

of,the 'CO. level year for independent learning and .

independent use of,Writt,en material in historY if their

time spent Oh history in school.is to influenCe their

ability to make judgments.later on.
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It is not possible to avoic1written langusage in the

effeCtive study of history. ,Logical connectives are one

elefient only in the written language of,history but one

which is important and which ddes give rise to difficulty

foi pupils' independent work. their use by pupils might

be encouraged,by exposure. A study df the classroom

language of history teachers would provide some evidence

about the presen't degree of aural exposdre. Additionally

P.Te.14minary study of teaching through a text, after

the manner of the N-)Ltingham Reading for Learning project

but with special attention ta language cues and in

particular,Connectives itight provide some evidence of the

benefits or otherwise of thisapproach.

4 has.already been suggested that the-science items in

Gardner's study might'resemble speech rather than text

book forms of written language. A new study using items

comparable in origin to the history items might provide

some enlightenment as to the extent to which the differences

in thd outcomes,Of the two studies relate to_language

forms and to the nature of the concepts they are used.to

,explain. Experienced teachers are familiar,with pupils
;

/grasPing difficult ideas when they are presented in
/

simple language and this strengthens the Lelief, albeit

only a belief, that the difference in the findings of

these studies are a consequence more of language than of

differences in the nature Of the concepts dealt with in

22
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history and in science.
.

Even in the situation where the importance of thinking

and reading skills'to conceptual development are

.deliberately qmphasised as in the Schools Cquncii 13 = 16

inater3plYthe language which cues these skills does not

appear, in this study, to have reCeived Special attention.

The Schools Council History projects are a response to,the

need which-history teachers recognise for their.pupils.

to pursue the justification of historlcal argument but

until the pupils understand the import of the language

used to express the arguments they are pnlikely to be .

able to decide whether the logic expressed has any

validity. In other words, the pupils need not drily-to

use the connectives to undergtand what the author is .

saying 'but also to question the relationships which he

is proposing. Alongside the teaching of the skills

and concepts then/there is a case for teaching the language

of history.,

40
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